ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Unit #1: Evolution
Instructional resource #5: Globin Gene Evolution
Instructors’ notes
For this lesson, students are guided through the steps necessary to compare nucleotide
and amino acid sequences available at the National Center for Biotechnology Information
that is maintained by the National Institutes of Health. The lesson starts with an
examination of the alpha-globin gene. Alpha-globin is one of the proteins that constitutes
hemoglobin. Student look at the various sequences of this gene that have been deposited
at NCBI with a goal of determining alternative forms of the gene. The lesson then
broadens the scope of comparison to include members of the globin protein family.
Students create a phylogenetic tree that illuminates the similarities between some of the
members of this protein family to explore how the human genome has developed over
time. The results of a third sequence comparison highlight the use of the globin protein
as a marker to create a phylogenetic tree of different species of animals, plants, bacteria,
and viruses.
This lesson is a modern molecular biology approach to the question of evolution as it
provides evidence of not only the divergence of species, but the duplication and
divergence of genes. We have students look for mutations and alleles of the alpha-globin
gene to see again the basis of evolutionary change. Gene duplication and changes through
accumulated mutations give rise to a gene family. This is considered in a way parallel to
how we view new species develop over time: descent from a common gene with
modification. We gather more evidence in support of evolution of species as we examine
sequence comparisons in a way that complements the comparison of skeletal structures
earlier in the unit.
NGSS addressed in this lesson:
HS-LS3-2

Make and defend a claim based on evidence that inheritable genetic variations may result
from (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis, (2) viable errors occurring during
replication, and/or (3) mutations caused by environmental factors.

HS-LS4-1

Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological evolution are
supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence.

HS-LS4-2

Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of evolution primarily
results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to increase in number, (2) the
heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to mutation and sexual
reproduction, (3) competition for limited resources, and (4) the proliferation of those
organisms that are better able to survive and reproduce in the environment.

HS-LS4-4

Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural selection leads to adaptation
of populations.

Globin Gene Evolution
Genes are sequences of nucleotides in DNA that ultimately dictate traits in organisms.
How these sequences of nucleotides are interpreted to develop traits is a long and
circuitous path which we will explore later in the semester. But, for now, if traits are
determined by nucleotide sequence, then there will be important information in the
sequences telling us about evolutionary relationships between species. This exercise using
the globin genes as an example (partially guided) will allow us to explore the evolutionary
relationship of genes between species and within them.
Search #1: alpha-Globin Genes in Humans
To access sequences from a large repository of sequences, go to NCBI at:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
The front page will look like this:

Change the criteria from all databases to Nucleotide. This will return only DNA sequences
in response to our query. Enter the name of your gene of interest in the search box. For
this exercise we will look for DNA sequences coding for the protein alpha-globin.

If you want to filter to search for specific groups of organisms or species, use the species
options on the left. This will narrow your search. You can also use the Boolean operator
AND (all caps) to add a species to the protein name in the search box.
We will begin by limiting our search to our own species – Homo sapiens. Under the
Species selection window to the left, choose the customize option. Use the Add bar to add
Homo sapiens. Then click Show. Hit the Search button on the right and then click on
Homo sapiens to limit your search (be sure to unselect all other options). Sequences that
match your search will appear. Click on the bold hyperlinked type for one of the sequence
matches. A page like the one below will open with information about the sequence,
including the species it came from, when it was entered into the database, and a reference
to the original source.

To compare DNA sequences, we use sequences that are organized in what we call FASTA
format. To get to the FASTA formatted sequence, click the hyperlink that says FASTA
under the name of your sequence. Below is what you should see on the page that you
access. When you use this format, you must be sure to copy everything from the > to the
last letter.

Accession
number
Sequence
name

Copy 7-10 DNA sequences resulting from your alpha-globin search into a Word document
in FASTA format. Check each sequence and avoid very long sequences (longer than 5,000
base pairs), very short sequences, or sequences containing a lot of N’s (N stands in for an
A, T, G, or C when the nucleotide is unknown). Enter 1 line in between each sequence.
Once you have collected your FASTA formatted sequences, go to T-coffee at:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/
for your alignment analysis. Select DNA under the “Enter or paste a set of” field. Then
copy and paste the DNA sequences that you copied into your word doc.

You do not need to change any parameters for step 2, but do include your email in step 3
before you click submit to start the analysis.

The results of your T-coffee analysis will come up looking something like the figure
below. Places where you see dashes (---) generally indicate that there are “gaps” in the
sequences of DNA, as sometimes only certain areas of a sequence line up. When the
comparison is run, these areas are accounted for, and this may indicate that there were
areas deleted from the sequence over time, or not included in the sequence that you

found, or no commonality between other areas that you do see in more than one of the
sequence.

Clicking the phylogenic tree option will display your alignment in a tree format similar to
the kind that we made in the Evolution lab. The tree is constructed based on
commonality across the sequences. Note that only the accession numbers are given, so it
is important to keep track of your sequences.

The distance that is shown to the right of a divergence is a rough estimate of the
relatedness of two sequences. For instance, the top two sequences in the phylogenetic
tree are more closely related than the bottom two sequences because they branch closer
to the right end. If you first choose the “real” branch length, the length of arms will reflect
on the estimated time since divergence of the sequences. This tree relates alpha-globin
gene sequences found in humans
Search #2: Globin Gene Divergence in Humans
Instead of starting with “alpha-globin”, search the human genome using the term
“globin”. Scroll through the first 3-4 pages looking for different types of globin genes
(globin H, for example). You might want to include a pseudogene sequence. You might
want to include a search for myoglobin. Collect 8-10 sequences from different globin
genes and repeat the sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree with T-coffee as above.
This comparison shows multiple members of the globin family of genes and reveals a
glimpse into the development of the human genome. Do other genes share sequence
homology with the alpha-globin gene? Do you see evidence of descent of genes from a
common ancestor? How do genomes develop and evolve?
Search #3: alpha-Globin Interspecies Gene Divergence
Let’s try some exploratory searches for “globin”. Try this alignment on your own but in a
different way. Instead of searching nucleotide databases, choose protein databases at the
start of your search. Expand your search to include globin genes from among different
animal, plant, bacterial, archaeal, and viral sources. Remember you can change the
specificity of your search with the Species menu on the left sidebar. We recommend
limiting the search to one type of organism at a time. For instance, filter your search to
viral databases only to get appropriate sequences. Then follow with separate searches of
plant, bacterial, and archaeal sequences.

Since you are searching protein sequences, the FASTA format will give you a sequence of
amino acids instead of nucleotides. Furthermore, your FASTA sequences are labeled with
accession numbers. To make the phylogenetic tree and sequence alignments more
informative to the viewer, you can replace the accession number with a more informative
short label after the > to identify the FASTA sequences by species name.
Questions to consider:
The human genome has about 23,000 genes. The simple genome of Rickettsia prowazekii
has an identified 877 genes. Assume that the 877 genes of R prowazekii to be the
minimum number of genes required for independent life.
?
?
?

What does this information tell you about LUCA?
What do the results of your sequence searches and analysis tell us about how the
human genome evolved?
Must there be an ancestral gene for all human genes in LUCA? In R prowazekii?

There is an assumption in the interpretation of the phylogenetic trees. That is, more
differences between two sequences means that more time has passed since divergence.
?
?

Does this assumption seem to fit your globin protein search comparing different
species? Or are there disconcerting relationships revealed by your analysis?
What might you do to explore these relationships to get a better approximation
toward relatedness?

